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School arrival and departure

It is essential that current families, who have
children enrolled in the school and are
seeking enrollment for a Prep child next
year, please contact the office via phone
on 8312 6312 or Ruth Lavery, who oversees
all
enrolments,
via
email
on
rlavery@rskingspark.catholic.edu.au
We have already filled 39 of the 75 places
being offered.
Once we have filled the 75 places available
for next year, any further application for
enrolment after Friday 26th June 2020 (last
day of Term 2) will go on a waiting list that is
in alignment with our enrolment policy.

What a brilliant start to this week with our families
adjusting incredibly well to the new drop off and
pick up procedures that we have put in place.

Grade 3 to Grade 6 Parents
On Tuesday 9th June, our Grade 3 to Grade 6
students will return to school. We can already
feel a sense of excitement as the day
approaches.
Given the fantastic effort made by our parents
from Prep to Grade 2 in adjusting to the new
procedures for drop off and pick up, we would
be very grateful if parents who have not, as yet,
experienced the new procedures, please ensure
you have read up on what is required and to
follow the instructions given.
Next Friday, a specific “Return to School
Information Letter” will be provided to all Grade
3 to 6 parents. We are aware that there has been
a huge amount of information provided by the
school and that this, like the nightly news, can
cause you to switch off. Therefore, we are
limiting, at present, the information given unless
specifically required. On the following page are
three (3) essential things that we know will make
things go smoothly for everyone.
Please read on ………

Always Turn Left – When leaving the school
grounds from the parent car park, always turn
left. In doing so, the traffic moves very quickly.
Anyone caught behind a person insisting they
should turn right knows how frustrating it can be
given the number of vehicles they hold up simply
for their own convenience. (We are a Catholic
school and should be modelling Christian
behaviours – in others words, think about others,
not just yourself.)

Remain in Your Vehicle Until Instructed – In the
afternoons, at pick up time, we require parents
to remain in their vehicle until a staff member
calls you to come forward. Please do not move
from your vehicle because you are seeing others
do so. In having a staff member walk along every
row, we are creating a system by which we are
able to stagger the number of parents moving in
and out of the hall and Church. Your assistance
is hugely needed in this action so that we are
able to comply with the 1.5m social distancing
rule.

Let Your Child Know How You Will Pick Them Up –
One of the things that helps to relax your child at
the end of the day is knowing who is picking
them up and how they are being picked up. This
can range from a child having to walk home with
a parent, or by themselves, having you or a
grandparent collect them by car, or the child
being enrolled in Out of School Care.
A side note to this is that if you have changed
plans or are going to be expectantly late due to
an unforeseen matter, please contact the office
so that we can let your child know. Children not
collected at 3.45pm must be enrolled in the Out
Of Hours Care Program.

This week we commenced flying flags of the
countries that our families come from. As you look
from the carpark, to the left of the school office entry
you will notice three (3) new flag poles. Our fourth
flag pole, which is to the right of the office building,
flies the Australian flag.
This week we are flying the Vietnamese, Maltese and
South Sudan flags. Each fortnight, these flags will be
changed over, allowing other countries to be
recognized, honoured and celebrated. It has been
wonderful to already hear children recognize their
families cultural flag and to be able to share some of
the knowledge they have of where their family has
come from. (We would love to receive any photos of
students in their families national costume as part of
enriching our communities appreciation of who we
are as a community and nation.

They say silver is the colour of distinction.
Well these four students must be very
distinguished.
Congratulations to Lance A, Ni-Ku L B,
Carlos O and Jasmine P and Shayne
(4FB), five new members of the silver
family.
Each student received a silver medal this
week.
To achieve a silver medal, each student
needed to score five bronze medals
(1,000 points in one week) over five
different weeks. It is terrific to see so
many students utilising Mathletics to
improve their Maths skills. Keep up the
good work!

Parker C - For your engagement and
wonderful responses in our Inquiry unit ‘sharing
the planet’. I am so proud of your positive
attitude towards your learning. Well done
Parker!
1KZ:
Madison M - For showing resilience and
returning to school with a massive smile on
your face.
Ajak S - For returning to school with a positive
attitude and always using your manners.
1AH:
Marcus T - Congratulations on a positive return
to school. You are focused on completing
work to the best of your ability and you are
following instructions. Keep up the great effort.
1TN:
Emmeline Q - For returning to school with a
positive attitude and always being courteous
to others. Well done Emmeline!
Jayden R - For always using feedback to
improve his learning across all curriculum
areas. E.g. trying to always read with stamina
and expression.
2AF:
Jalen L - For listening to and responding to
feedback in a positive way, and using
expression when reading unfamiliar texts. Well
done, Jalen!
Margarette D - For using a variety of decoding
strategies when reading unfamiliar texts. Well
done, Margarette!
PEP:
Zevi T- For having a wonderful start back to
school and being engaged in his learning.
Keep up the amazing effort Zevi!
Amy R - For having a fantastic start back to
school and always giving her learning takes a
go and never giving up. Keep up the amazing
effort Amy!
PDC:
Santa O - For listening to the first sound and
using the picture to guess the word.
Christian M - For working out a word, using the
first sound and the picture, when reading.
PSB:
Isla H - For showing confidence and engaging
back into the school routine. I am so proud of
your ‘have a go’ attitude! Keep up the
amazing effort Isla!

2BM:
Madison M - For your participation and
listening
so
attentively
during
class.
Congratulations on a positive return to school
Madison!
2AO:
Ethan S - for settling well back into school and
concentrating very hard to complete a
character profile in Literacy. Well done Ethan!
Ignacio A - for a positive return to school and
putting great effort into completing all his
tasks. Well done Ignacio!
3MD:
Nevaeh M- For her creative use of real coins to
solve complex maths equations.
Kobi W- For being able to apply his amazing
knowledge of number facts to complex maths
equations.

3JT:
William H - For showing great effort during
online learning and completing his activities to
a high standard.
Alexander V - For showing great effort during
online learning, completing tasks to a high
standard and your great enthusiasm when
reading to the class.
3LF:
Jacob W: For being independent with your
online learning and completing your work
Ngopawpha K: For being independent with
your online learning and completing your
work.
4LD:
Johnelle N - for consistent application to
online learning with outstanding results and
contributions to google meet discussions.
Kevin L - for improvement in handing in online
assignments with outstanding presentation
and showing enthusiasm in his online learning.
4JM:
Leila L - For her continued effort, resilience and
enthusiasm during online learning.
4SB:
Khloe P - For approaching all online tasks with
a positive attitude and asking questions to
clarify her understanding.
5MS:
Marcus M - For showing great effort during
online learning and completing his activities to
a high standard.
Nathan L - For concentrating and completing
all tasks to the best of his ability and always
having a positive attitude towards his learning.
5SS:
Jack C - For his continued punctuality,
enthusiasm and motivation during online
learning.
Raghd S - For consistently applying herself to
all tasks and giving everything a go.
5MG:
Andrew L - For always being punctual to his
groups, showing confidence with his answers
and leading group discussions
6SG:
Tommy B - for learning a range of strategies to
help develop his understanding in doing
division and multiplication

6TF:
Hayden F - commitment to completing all of
his work over a 4 week period - great
persistence.
6SC:
Hayden C - for his continued positivity,
punctuality and humour during online
learning.

Specialist Awards
LOTE:
Charli G 3JT - For using the Italian language
and creating a puppet play about ‘La
Gallinella Rossa’. You used different voices for
each animal which made the play exciting to
listen to. Keep up the great work.
ICT
The following students have excelled in using
the online coding course code.org. They have
shown persistence and been good problem
solvers.
6SC
Aurelius C & Lenix T
6TF
Janine S & Sienna
4FB
Ethan C, Jacob M, Tyson M & Mitchel A
3LF
Ajak M & Mangtong T
3MD
Christina

L,

Kayla

D

&

Michael

M

Physical Education:
5MS
Jennilyn M - Consistently taking the initiative to
complete set tasks and go beyond what is
required.
1TN
Dean M - For applying himself and completing
all his work in PE.

